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 A British teacher develops the idea of the Viking ship as a venue for teaching English. . This item was published in my book
The Job: Adventures in Teaching, Writing and Dreaming and can be purchased at Amazon and other booksellers. Q: What is the
proper syntax to call a method of a static class from a main method? I'm quite new to the Java language and I am trying to figure
out the proper syntax to call a method of a static class that is declared in the main class. Here is the simplified code: Main.java

public class Main { public static void main(String args[]){ SingletonInterface callAnotherSingletonInterfaceMethod();
System.out.println("End of Main"); } } SingletonInterface.java public interface SingletonInterface { void

callAnotherSingletonInterfaceMethod(); Singleton.java public class Singleton implements SingletonInterface { public void
callAnotherSingletonInterfaceMethod() { System.out.println("Singleton has been called"); Now when I compile this, the output

is: main End of Main Singleton has been called and I don't know why. I thought it would simply execute the
callAnotherSingletonInterfaceMethod() and print the same line. A: There's no need to call the interface method yourself, the

compiler will implicitly do it for you (you should still have the method in the interface though). The call to the method is
executed by the current class loader which is loaded in the context of the current class (the class in which you call the method).
So for your example SingletonInterface.callAnotherSingletonInterfaceMethod() is executed because your Main.class is loaded
and it has that method as a public static method. 76 B.R. 823 (1987) In the Matter of Joseph V. PISANO, Debtor. Bankruptcy

No. 87-02131. United States Bankruptcy Court, D. New Jersey. August 11, 1987. Mark S. Zimpfer, Zimpfer, Osterberg & Ball,
Cherry Hill, N.J., for 82157476af
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